for each y eS, pifiy), g(y, e)) <c (e = 0, l), (2) write that a function, say /, takes a pair (X, Y) into a pair (U, V) then we mean that f~ (il) = X and /-1(V) = Y. We use p to denote a metric and ¿(Y, Z) to denote the distance between sets Y and Z.
We use C(X) to denote the set of continuous,, nonnegative functions p on X such that, for each r > 0, p~ ([t, oo) ) is compact. For p. and p2 £ C(X) and a natural number k, we say that (X, p., p2, k) has Property S if, for every sequence of points x., •••, x, such that each p(x., x. ,)< p2(x-)> a2^xk) -r^i^i) anc^ f [(* J < 2p ,(*.). The composition of k p-maps is not necessarily a (Tep)-map, and the inverse of a p-map is not necessarily a jii-map.
The two conditions in the definition of Property S are used to get around these two facts.
We A triangulation of a polyhedron P is a pair (/, c6) consisting of a rectilinear simplicial complex / in some Euclidean space together with a pwl homeomorphism </> of l/l onto P. If P(l), ..., P(k) ate subpolyhedra of P then (/, j(l),---, J(k), <p) triangulates (P, P(l),.-., P(k)) if each ](i) </ and eó(|/(z')|) = P(z').
We follow Cohen [7] in defining regular neighborhood as follows: If P < 0 < R ate polyhedra (not necessarily compact) then Q is a regular neighborhood of P in R if there is a triangulation (/, L, cß) of (R, P) in which L <] / and there is a first derived subdivision /' of / suchthat O = <f>(N(Ll, J1)). Ii p £ C(R) then 0 is a p-regular neighborhood of P in R if, for some triangulation (/, L, </>) as above, t/>(/V(z, /)) is a p-set for each t £ L.
Suppose P is a polyhedron, P < P, and / is a closed embedding of (P, P ) into (/Yl, Bd /Vl). Suppose p £ C(M, f (P)). A canonical neighborhood system tot (M, P, f, p) is a triple (g, zV, |//.|) consisting of a pwl homeomorphism g: (P, P ) -»(/Vl, Bd /Yl) which /¿-approximates /, a ¿/.-regular neighborhood N of g(P) in M, and a discrete collection of polyhedral cubes-with-handles jz7.| in M such that each H . is a p-set in Int M which intersects N in a disk and N U kJ H . contains a neighborhood of /(P) in M. The polyhedron /V U U ¡¡ ■ will be called a canonical neighborhood for (M, P, /, p).
Next we describe a notion of reduction of a complex. Reduction is used to alter a complex so that it becomes more like a combinatorial 3-manifold. We begin
We say that (L, L , r) reduces (K, K ) at a set of 2-simplexes jA.i of K J K a a ' r 2 provided (1) K <L and Kfl = Lfl, (2) each lk(Af, K) = tí and each lk(A¿, L) is a vertex ti>. in LQ -K0 where w . 4 w . fot i 4 f, (3) L = K U U w . * A;, and (4) r is a retraction which is affine on each simplex of L and sends each w . to b(A).
We say that (L, L , r) is an elementary reduction of (K, K ) az" a paz> (zj, 5) where a is a 1-simplex of K if (1) Finally let P and Q be polyhedra, r a pwl map from 0 to P, M a pwl 3" manifold, / and g closed embeddings of P and Q respectively into M, and p £ C(M). A special map for (M, /, g, r, p) is a continuous p-map 27 of M onto itself such that
(1) ng = fr, (2) rr takes (/Yl -giO)) homeomorphically onto M -/(P), and (3) for each p1 £ C(/V1, p (0, 00)) there is a homeomorphism H of M onto itself which p.-approximates n.
2. Some lemmas on Property S.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose X is a locally compact metric space, p £ C(X), and k is a natural number.
Then there is a function p £ C(X, p~ (O, 00)) such that (X, p, p^, k) has Property S.
Proof. By taking infimums over functions defined for a locally finite collection of compact sets we can reduce the problem to the case where X is compact.
For this case define p, by p2(x) = inf(|llulpU y):y é p-\2'Ukp(x), 2Ukpix))l). // N is a p -regular neighborhood of P in M and h is a pwl it -homeomorphism of M onto itself which is the identity on P, then h(N) is a p-regular neighborhood of P in M.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2. Lemma 3.4. Suppose M is a pwl n-manifold, Q is a pwl sub-n-manifold which is closed in /Vl and has nonempty frontier, Q n Bd M is either a pwl (n -^-manifold in Bd Q or the empty set, and p e C(M). CAiS -D) is tame, and U is a connected open set in E such that U n 5 = Int D and U -S has two components-U " and U..
There is a homeomorphism g of S onto a tame 2-sphere in E and there is a homeomorphism h of E -U into E such that
Proof. There is no loss in supposing that U Q C Ext S and Fr U is connected.
Since £ is unicoherent the second condition can be achieved by cutting down U
to a smaller open set if necessary.
Define p e C(S) by p(
From [18, Theorem 5] there is a homeomorphism f of S into E and there is a null sequence E ., 
Suppose p £ C(M, S).
Then there is a ^.-homeomorphism g of (S, Bd S) onto a tame pair in (M, Bd M) and there is a ¡¡.-homeomorphism h of (Cl Vn, (Bd M) O Cl VA into (M, Bd Al) so that g(S) C\ h(Cl VQ) = tí.
Proof. Let S' C M' be the doubles of S and AI along Bd S and Bd M. there is a unique simplex / in /7(0) which is taken isomorphically onto t so (2) for each x e S., g (x) = h.fr'x), (3) for each x £ S, g{(r~l(x) f~l C .) is a pf(x)-set, and (4) for each x £ C., pigi.x), frix)) < vrix) < p2(/r(x)).
Define homeomorphisms /. of S into U (i = 0, 1) by /.(x) = g{ir~ ix) <~) S A).
For each x £ S, pifix), f .ix)) < vix) by (4) in the preceding paragraph. Now /- (5) is tame in U by [l] If x £ h j(Cl iij) with x = Âj(y) then p(x, tt(x)) = p(«, y) < p2iy) < piA-If x £hhQ(Cl U0) then x = hhQ(y) and tt(x) = y. Now p(y, èQ(y)) < p2(y) < p i(^0(y)) < p(x)/2, and p(h0(y), x) < p2(hQ(y)) < p¿x) < p(x)/2. Thus p(x, nix)) < pix). If x £ g(C), then x = g(y) and n(x) = fr(y).
By an analysis similar to the preceding one we find that p(x, n(x)) < p(x) for x £ g(C however it is instructive to look at a direct proof.
Let X £ C(M, p~ HO, 00)). Choose Aj and A2 e C(M, p~ '(0, 00)) so that, for h'Ay) = ¿jZt(x). Thus piüix), nix)) < X2iy) < X¡iy) < Xix) by the definition of Xy If x £ bh0(Cl U j), then x = tóQ(y), and fkx) = h"h'¿y) = h'h^nix). Now pik'htfrix), nix)) <Aj(x) since ¿'¿g isa Aj-homeomorphism. Thus pih'h'b"/. h~ ix), nix)) < Xix).
For x e g(C) we have x = g(y) and /7(x) =gr(y). Now piüix), nix)) = pig'iy), n'g'iy)) < X2ig'iy)) < X^n'g'iy)) = A,(*<*)) < A(x).
For our work here we need to allow /" (Bd /Yl) to contain points in Int S. The corollary which follows enables us to do this: Corollary 6.2. Suppose P < P and Q <0 are polyhedra, r is a pwl map from 0 to P which takes Q onto P , S is a connected polyhedral surface in P hood of x in S, P(x) tes 720 local cut points, P (x) = P(x) O P has no point components, and P(x) -P (x) is a 3-manifold.
Then there is a closed embedding g: (Q, O ) -► (Al, Bd M) and there is a special map n for (Al, f, g, r, p) which is the identity on Bd Al. h ,(P(x)) is locally tame at x and so hJ(S) is locally collated at x in Al -hÁL1 j).
This shows that we could have used i, in place of h . and the proof of the corollary is complete. After (ze -1) steps the link of s is a 1-cell and a reduction of (K, K ) at s is achieved.
7. Neighborhoods for pinched 3-manifolds. Call a polyhedron P a pinched 3-manifold it it fails to be a three manifold at no more than a discrete set of points and at each of these points P is locally equivalent to a cone over a finite collec- Lemma 7.1. Suppose P is a polyhedral 3-manifold, P is either a polyhedral surface in Bd P or the empty set, and f is a closed embedding of (P, P ) into (Al, Bd M) such that f (P) is locally tame at f (P ). Set P = (Bd P) -Int Pa.
Suppose p £ C(M, f(P)).
Then there is a pwl homeomorphism g of (P, P ) into (Al, Bd Al) and there is a discrete collection \C \ of polyhedral 3-cells in P with each C . O Bd P a disk D. in Int P, so that 1 0
(1) g(P) is tame and g p-approximates f, (2) each g(D .) and each f (C .) ¿s a p-set, (3) f(P -U (C. -Fr C .)) Ç g(P -Pb), and Since f (P) is locally tame on f (P ) the proof of Theorem 4 of [18] shows that f ç. can be chosen so that \D .\ is discrete not only in Int P, but also in P,. Thus by pushing off f(P) near /(Bd PA it is easy to define a pwl homeomorphism /.
of (P., Bd P.) into (M, Bd Al) which has properties (2)- (6) when /" is replaced by /j and which has the additional property (7) that /j(Bd P.) C\ f(P) = tí. 
Thus by using [ll, [2] , [22] to take a close pwl approximation to g.
which agrees with g" on P, and takes P onto g 0(P) we get a g for which conditions (1)-(4) in the conclusion of the lemma are satisfied. Theorem 7.2. Suppose P is a polyhedral 3-manifold, P is either a polyhedral surface in Bd P or the empty set, Al is a pwl 3-manifold, and f is a closed embedding of (P, P J into (Al, Bd Al). Suppose p £ C(M, f (P)).
Then there is a pwl homeomorphism g of (P, P ) into (M, Bd Al) and there is a discrete collection of polyhedral cubes-with-handles \H \ in AI such that
each H . is a p-set in Int Al, (3) each H . O g(P) is a disk in g(Bd P), and (4) g(P) U U H ■ is a closed neighborhood of f (P).
Proof. The proof is divided into two cases:
Case I. f (P) is locally tame on f (P ). This case follows from Lemma 7.1 exactly as Theorem 1 of [2l] follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 there.
Case II. General case. Only Case I of the theorem is used in the remainder of this paper; thus we can use Theorem 9.1 in obtaining the general case. We omit the p's and just sketch the proof.
Define a proper collar A: P, x [0, l] -» P on P, in P so that /A is locally pwl on P. x (0, l], and apply Theorem 9.1 to get a pwl embedding h: (P , x [0, Vi], and h(P, x M) lies between h(P, x 0) and fX(P, x 1). Then apply [9] as in the proof of the preceding lemma to extend h to a pwl embedding of (P, x [0, l], (Bd Pb) x [0, ll) into (/Vl, Bd /Vl) so that My, 1) = /A(y, l) for y £ Py Define g' : P -» /Vl by g = f on P -image A and g A(y, t) = h(y, t). Take a pwl approximation to g which agrees with g on P, to get g. The H 's are obtained from the G 's by throwing out those which are contained in g(Int P). Theorem 7.3. Suppose Q = P < P < 0 are polyhedra such that P is a pinched 3-manifold, P is either a surface which has a 3-manifold neighborhood in P or is the empty set, Cl (0 -P) n P =0, and dimension (Q -P) < 1.
Suppose f is a closed embedding of (0, 0 ) into (/Vl, Bd Al) such that j(P)
is locally tame on f (P ) and p £ C(M, f (0)).
Then there is a canonical neighborhood system for (/Vl, 0, f, p).
Proof. Let pt e C(M, f(0)) correspond to M, f(Q), p, and k = 5 in Corollary 3.5. Let (L, K, Ka, </,) be a triangulation of (0, P, P J with K, Kß (1) for each /, fcfA.N(t, L2)) C 0(t), (2) 0(s) n 0(t) = 0 if s n r = tí, (3) 0(t) Ç Ois) if t < s, and (4) Oit) O Bd Al = tí if l n Ka = tí. For each z/fe let B(uk) be a pwl 3-cell in 0(uk) such that (5) AM",,) e Int B(zvfe) and (6) /(O) n Bd BO^) is totally disconnected.
Set P(0) = </.( U TV .), P(l) = P -P(0), and P(2) = Cl(P -U cßiNiv., K2))). Set M(l) = M -(j(P(0) U(Q-P)) u\jB(uk)). Choose p2<px in C(/V1, /(P(l)), M -M(l)) so that (7) for each t £ L, sup|p2(x): x £ 0(t)\ < d(fcp (N(v., L2) ), M -0(t)). Apply Theorem 7.2 for the substitution (Al(l) -» Al, P(l) -» P, / -» /, p2 -, p)
to get a pwl embedding g, of (P(l), P ) into (Al(l), Bd Al) and a discrete collection of polyhedral cubes-with-handles \G A in Al(l) so that the four conditions are satisfied in the conclusion of the theorem. We suppose that any G. is thrown out if it does not intersect f(P). From (7) if Cfe D /cp\N(v ., L2)) 4 tí then G k C 0(v). We suppose that g, has been adjusted so that (8) each g ,ef>(\lV.(v ., K )\) misses UC, and (9) each g ,cf>(N(v¿, K2)) fails to intersect /(P (2)). Extend g, to all of 0 by setting g . = / on 0 -P(l).
In each 0(t7 .) let C(v.) be a compact, polyhedral 3-manifold such that (10)
for each G k, G k C C(v .) or Gfe O C(iz¿) = tí accordingly as G k<~\ g ,(p (N(v¿, X2) ) / tí or G^ ngld>(N(v., K2)) = 0, (13) A/(l) = g ,(P) U U C(zz.) U U Gfe contains a neighborhood of /(P), and (14) (Bd C(v .)) Cl /(Q -P) is totally disconnected. / is a simplex of T of dimension > 3-zS).
Then N3 = g(0)u U S(y.) U Us(tr.) U Uß(zzfe). Set /V4 = g(Q) U U Biv .) xj For the cubes-with-handles 1/7.! take [F(v ) 
for every zy .¡. Then (/V, g, f/7 .j) is a canonical neighborhood system for (A4, 0, f, p).
8. Existence and uniqueness of canonical neighborhoods.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose 0 < Q are polyhedra, A4 is a pwl 3-manifold, f is a closed embedding of (0, 0 ) into (A4, Bd A4), and p £ C(M, f(Q)).
Then there is a canonical neighborhood system (g, N, |//.¡) for (A4, 0, f, p). [2] , [22] can be used to show that such a p2 exists. Use Lemma 2.1 to find p, and p. £ C(M, f0(Q(0))) so that (4) (A4, p2/6, 2py 2) and (5) (A4, p,/3, p4, 4) have Property S. Let L(0) be a recti-
there are full subcomplexes K(0) and Kfl(0) whose carriers are respectively P(0) and P (0), and (8) for each
Choose open p .-sets 0(t) for the simplexes t oí L(0) such that, for each t £ L(0), fQ(N(t, L(0))) C 0(t) and s < t =$> 0(s) Ç 0{t).
Step 2. Second story of tower. Let jA.i denote the 2-simplexes of L (0) whose links are empty. Let |y .1 be a collection of mutually exclusive points in E -0(0) so that (9) every finite subset of |y .} is joinable to every finite subcomplex of L (0) and (10) By applying Theorem 6.3 for each A. we find that there is a closed embedding Iy (Q(l), Qa(l)) -r (Al, Bd Al) and there is a special map 77j for (Al, f Q, f y rv p4) which is the identity on (Al -U (/(A.)) U Bd Al.
Step 3 (2) where the local dimension exceeds one, and let K(2) and K (2) denote the subcomplexes of L(2) whose carriers are P(2) and P (2). Let i-denote the inclusion of 0 (1) into 2(2).
Step 4 Step 5 closed embedding of (Q, Q ) into (Al, Bd Al), a72a" p £ C(M, f (0)).
There is a p. £ C(M, f ( (1) for each x £ S, and each t £ [0, ll, p(f(x), g(x, t)) < p(f(x)), 
